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RAIL ADAPTER FOR MOUNTING OVER THE REAR SIGHT OF AN AK TYPE RIFLE

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims priority to and the benefit of co-pending U.S. patent

application Serial No. 14/837,878, RAIL ADAPTER FOR MOUNTING OVER THE REAR

SIGHT OF AN AK TYPE RIFLE, filed August 27, 2015, which application is incorporated

herein by reference in its entirety.

FIELD OF THE APPLICATION

[0002] The application relates to a small arms weapon accessory rail system and

particularly to an accessory rail system for AK type rifles.

BACKGROUND

[0003] The Picatinney accessory mounting rail for AR type rifles is available in a

variety of styles. Accessories which can be mounted on a Picatinney include, for example,

advanced sights which replace the traditional iron sights. The Picatinney rail is named for the

U.S. Army Picatinney Arsenal and has been described in U.S. Military standards, such as MIL-

STD-1913 (AR).

SUMMARY

[0004] According to one aspect, a removable rail for mounting over an AK iron sight

assembly of an AK type rifle includes at least one rail having a first end and a second end. A

pair of brackets extends from an underside of the first end of the rail forming a rectangular

opening adapted to closely fit the outer side surfaces of an AK iron sight assembly. At least

one pressure clamp is disposed on a side of at least one bracket of the pair of brackets. When

the pressure clamp is in an open position, the pair of brackets can be slid over the AK iron

sight assembly for mounting or for removal. When the pressure clamp is in a closed position,

the pair of brackets are held in a non-moving engagement with the outer side surfaces of the

AK iron sight assembly.

[0005] In one embodiment, the removable rail includes a Picatinney rail.



[0006] In another embodiment, each of the pair of brackets further includes a ridge to

set a height of the rail above the AK iron sight assembly.

[0007] In yet another embodiment, the pressure clamp rotates about a pivot, between a

locked and an unlocked position.

[0008] In yet another embodiment, the removable rail includes a metal.

[0009] In yet another embodiment, the removable rail includes a material selected from

the group consisting of steel, cold rolled steel, carbon based steel, and tool steel.

[0010] In yet another embodiment, the removable rail includes a steel selected from the

group consisting of 4140 steel, 4142 steel, 340 steel, 1144 steel, and 12L14 carbon steel.

[0011] In yet another embodiment, the removable rail includes aluminum.

[0012] In yet another embodiment, the removable rail includes a surface finish selected

from the group consisting of anodized finish, black copper finish, zinc finish, paint finish,

cerakote finish, and phosphate coatings.

[0013] According to another aspect, a fixed rail for mounting over an AK iron sight

assembly of an AK type rifle includes at least one rail having a first end and a second end. A

pair of brackets extends from an underside of the first end of the fixed rail forming a

rectangular opening adapted to closely fit the outer side surfaces of an AK iron sight assembly.

One or more screws extend through a hole in a side of each bracket of the pair of brackets to

affix the pair of brackets in a non-moving engagement with the outer side surfaces of the AK

iron sight assembly.

[0014] In one embodiment, the fixed rail includes a Picatinney rail.

[0015] In another embodiment, the one or more screws include a set screw which

makes a binding mechanical contact with an unmodified side of the AK iron sight assembly.

[0016] In yet another embodiment, each of the pair of brackets further includes a ridge

to set a height of the fixed rail above the AK iron sight assembly.

[0017] According to yet another aspect, an AK rail for mounting over an AK iron sight

assembly of an AK type rifle includes at least one rail having a first end and a second end. A

pair of brackets extends from an underside of the first end of the AK rail forming a rectangular

opening adapted to closely fit the outer side surfaces of an AK iron sight assembly. At least

one shaft extends through a hole in a side of each bracket of the pair of brackets to affix the



pair of brackets in a pivotal engagement with existing holes in the outer side surfaces of the

AK iron sight assembly.

[0018] In one embodiment, the AK rail further includes one or more set screws

disposed in a rear top surface of the AK rail which engage a shelf of the AK iron sight

assembly to adjust a long axis of the AK rail with a longitudinal axis of an AK barrel of the

AK type rifle.

[0019] In another embodiment, the AK rail further includes one or more set screws

disposed in at least one bracket of the pair of brackets to lock the AK rail into a fixed position

on the AK iron sight assembly.

[0020] According to yet another aspect, a method for adding a small arms accessory

rail system to an AK rifle by mounting a rail over an AK iron sight assembly of an AK type

rifle includes providing an accessory rail with side brackets shaped to fit over an AK iron sight

of an AK rifle; placing the accessory rail with side brackets over the AK iron sight of the AK

rifle; and fixing the accessory rail with side brackets to at least one side of the AK iron sight of

the AK rifle.

[0021] In one embodiment, the step of fixing includes removably coupling the

accessory rail with side brackets to at least one side of the AK iron sight of the AK rifle by a

cam and lever assembly.

[0022] In another embodiment, the step of fixing includes fixing by pivotal mounting to

an existing hole of the AK iron sight assembly.

[0023] In yet another embodiment, the step of fixing includes fixing by set screws.

[0024] The foregoing and other aspects, features, and advantages of the application will

become more apparent from the following description and from the claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0025] The features of the application can be better understood with reference to the

drawings described below, and the claims. The drawings are not necessarily to scale, emphasis

instead generally being placed upon illustrating the principles described herein. In the

drawings, like numerals are used to indicate like parts throughout the various views.

[0026] FIG. 1 shows an isometric view of one exemplary embodiment of a removable

AK rail;



[0027] FIG. 2 shows another isometric view of the AK rail of FIG. 1;

[0028] FIG. 3 shows a side view of a fixed mounted AK rail;

[0029] FIG. 4 shows a top view of the AK rail of FIG. 3;

[0030] FIG. 5 shows an isometric view of another embodiment of an AK rail, which

mounts to the AK rifle using side holes on AK iron sight assembly;

[0031] FIG. 6 shows a side view of the AK rail of FIG. 5;

[0032] FIG. 7 shows a rear angled view of the AK rail of FIG. 5;

[0033] FIG. 8 shows a top view of the AK rail of FIG. 5;

[0034] FIG. 9 shows an isometric view of another embodiment of an AK rail, which

uses screws to mount AK rail to the AK iron sight assembly;

[0035] FIG. 10 shows another isometric view of the AK rail of FIG. 9 ;

[0036] FIG. 11 shows a side view of the AK rail of FIG. 9; and

[0037] FIG. 12 shows an end view of the AK rail of FIG. 9.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0038] As described hereinabove, the Picatinney accessory mounting rail for AR type

rifles is available in a variety of styles. Accessories which can be mounted on a Picatinney

include, for example, advanced sights, and lights, which replace the traditional iron sights. The

Picatinney rail style accessory mount is named for the U.S. Army Picatinney Arsenal and has

been described in U.S. Military standards, such as MIL-STD-1913 (AR). Other types of rail

systems have also been used with AR type rifles. The Otis Patent Trust has described several

types of AR rail systems, such as, for example, in U.S. Patent No. 8,028,460, INTEGRATED

RAIL SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR MAKING AND USING SAME, issued Oct. 4, 2011 to

Williams. The '460 patent is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety for all purposed.

[0039] While Picatinney rails are standard and widely available options for AR rifles,

generally AK type rifles have not benefited from such rails systems and their associated wide

variety of small arms accessories. AK type rifles include the original AK-47 Russian designed

(Kalashnikov), the Avtomat Kalashnikova 1947 ("AK-47") as well as similar variant rifles.

Unfortunately, the many curved sections, some of them made from wood, are not particularly

amenable to conventional small arms rail systems.



[0040] As described hereinbelow in detail, it was realized that an accessory rail, such as

a Picatinney rail can be made for the AK rifles by mounting it to the sides of the AK iron sight

assembly.

[0041] In one exemplary embodiment, a removable rail FIG. 1, 100, for mounting over

an AK iron sight assembly of an AK type rifle includes at least one rail 101 having a first end

and a second end. A pair of brackets 103 extend from an underside of the first end of the rail

forming a rectangular opening which closely fits the outer side surfaces of an AK iron sight

assembly. In the exemplary embodiment of FIG. 1, at least one pressure clamp 105 is disposed

on a side of at least one bracket 103 of the pair of brackets wherein when the pressure clamp is

in an open position, the pair of brackets can be slid over the AK iron sight assembly for

mounting or for removal, and wherein when the pressure clamp is in a closed position, the pair

of brackets are held in a non-moving engagement (tightly) with the outer side surfaces of the

AK iron sight assembly.

[0042] While the Picatinney rail is most popular at present, any suitable rail

configuration, including, for example, the Weaver rail, can be used. The rail can be made out

of any suitable material, typically a metal, such as, for example, aluminum. It is contemplated

that non-metallic materials can be used as well to make the fixed or removable AK rail

described herein. The interior sides of the brackets can further include a ridge (e.g. FIG. 1,

109) which can rest on the top surface of the AK iron sight assembly to establish the height of

the rail over the AK iron sight assembly.

[0043] Several exemplary embodiments of fixed and removable AK rails are now

described, including a quick disconnect (FIG. 1), using existing side holes on the rear sight

housing (FIG. 5), and set screws which engage the side of the rear sight housing (FIG. 9).

[0044] FIG. 1 shows an isometric view of one exemplary embodiment of a quick

release removable AK rail 100. Rail 101 can be any suitable rail configuration, typically a

Picatinney rail. A plurality of equally spaced transverse ribs 140 can be formed on a portion, a

majority, or substantially the entire length of rail 101 separated or interspaced by a plurality of

corresponding recesses 141. A pair of brackets 103 form a rectangular opening by bracket

interior surfaces 130, adapted to fit the outside surfaces of the AK iron sight assembly (the rear

sight housing). In the exemplary embodiment of FIG. 1, a ridge 109 establishes the height of



the rail 101 above the AK iron sight assembly. In quick release removable embodiments, such

as the AK rail of FIG. 1, a pressure clamp 105 can be used to affix the AK rail to the AK iron

sight assembly by a cam and lever action, for example, as pivoted about a pin 107.

[0045] The AK rail body including rail 101 and brackets 103 can be, for example,

machined or molded from a single work piece block, such as, for example, a block of

aluminum. The line 1 1 on the left side bracket 103 shows how a rail 101 part could be

affixed to separate brackets 103 by any suitable joining technology, e.g. screws, glues,

welding, etc. The right side bracket shows an exemplary monolithic construction.

[0046] FIG. 1 as described herein, shows a quick release removable AK rail 100 where

the pressure clamp 105 cam and lever action is shown in a released or open position. FIG. 2

shows the AK rail of FIG. 1 where the pressure clamp 105 cam and lever action is in a clamped

or closed position.

[0047] FIG. 3 shows a different embodiment of an AK rail 300 where the AK rail side

brackets 303 are bolted to the side 351 of the AK iron sight assembly. In the exemplary

embodiment of FIG. 3, screws 305 (e.g. machine screws or set screws) are used to affix each

side bracket 303 of the AK rail 300 to the iron sight assembly. Any suitable number of any

suitable fastener can be used to fix AK rail 300 to the sides 351 of the AK iron sight assembly.

Corresponding suitable threaded holes could be added to the sides of the AK iron sight

assembly, or more conveniently, as described in more detail hereinbelow, screws such as set

screws, can be used to hold the brackets in fixed contact with the unmodified sides of the AK

iron sight assembly.

[0048] Ridges (not visible in FIG. 3) on the interior sides of brackets 303 can be used

to establish the height of the rail 101 above the AK iron sight assembly. The exemplary AK

rail 300 of FIG. 3 was machined from aluminum. However, an AK rail 300 can be made from

any suitable metallic or non-metallic material by any suitable manufacturing process.

[0049] FIG. 4 shows a top view of the AK rail 300 of FIG. 3.

[0050] FIG. 5 shows an isometric view of another embodiment of an AK rail 500,

which uses the side holes on AK iron sight assembly 351 to mount the AK rail. FIG. 6 shows a

side view of the AK rail of FIG. 5.



[0051] FIG. 7 shows a rear angled view of the AK rail of FIG. 5 where the AK iron

sight assembly is partially transparent to show the existing AK iron sight assembly mounting

hole 701.

[0052] FIG. 8 shows a top view of the AK rail of FIG. 5. Set screws can be used, such

as can be mounted in threaded holes 801 which can rest on an upper ledge of the AK iron sight

assembly 351. The set screws can be adjusted to cause a rotation or pivoting movement of the

AK rail about the side holes 701 on AK iron sight assembly 351, such as to level and align the

AK rail with the long axis of the barrel of the AK rifle.

[0053] FIG. 9 shows an isometric view of another embodiment of an AK rail 900,

which uses four screws, such as set screws (e.g. Allen set screws), in threaded holes 901 to

mount the AK rail to the side of the AK iron sight assembly 351. The set screw drive type,

such as, for example, straight slot, hex socket (e.g. Allen), square socket, or Bristol spline, is

unimportant. Some suitable set screws include a relatively sharp tip or sharp circle to capture

or "bite" into a surface, such as, for example, a relatively sharp edged cup, knurled cup point,

or conical tip. Other suitable set screws can positively engage a surface by friction contact,

such as, for example, an oval tip, dog tip, or a flat tip. The set screws can be used to affix an

AK rail 900 to the sides of the AK iron sight assembly 351 without adding corresponding holes

or dimples to the side surfaces of the AK iron sight assembly 351.

[0054] In alternative mounting schemes, corresponding dimples or holes could be

added to the side of the AK iron sight assembly 351. Also, alternatively, there could be

corresponding holes and/or threaded holes added to the sides of the AK iron sight assembly

351 where the holes 901 of an AK rail 900 are threaded or not. While such alternative side

screw mounting schemes can be used, set screws which "bite into" or otherwise make a firm

positive friction contact with the sides of the AK iron sight assembly 351 is a more convenient

mounting technique because there is no need to drill holes into the sides of the original AK iron

sight assembly 351.

[0055] FIG. 10 shows another isometric view of the AK rail of FIG. 9. FIG. 11 shows

a side view of the AK rail of FIG. 9. FIG. 12 shows an end view of the AK rail of FIG. 9.



[0056] Combinations of AK rail mounting techniques as described hereinabove can

also be made. For example, there could be a pivot mounted AK rail of FIG. 5 combined with

one or more of the side set screws of FIG. 9.

[0057] AK rails as described hereinabove can be made from any suitable metal, such as

steel or aluminum. For example, an AK rail can be made from a 4140/4142/340, 1144 Steel

for the main rail body and in the case of the clamp embodiment (e.g. FIG. 1), tool steel for the

friction clamp. Suitable materials include cold roll steel, Aluminum, 12L14, carbon based

steel, and tool steel. Typically an AK rail will be machined out of billet. Molding processes

may be less desirable because of desired manufacturing tolerances and stability for a precision

small arms accessory rail. Alternative manufacturing techniques could include, for example,

multiple parts welded or bolted together with fasteners. Exemplary suitable surface finishes

include an anodized finish, black copper finish, zinc finish, paint finish, cerakote finish, and

phosphate coatings.

[0058] While AK rifles are somewhat less standardized than some rifle types such as

the AR-15, the exemplary embodiments of AK rails described hereinabove have been found to

fit most AK rifles. It will be understood by those skilled in the art that relatively minor

modifications may be made to fit an AK rail as described hereinabove to similar, but slightly

different AK iron sight assemblies.

[0059] It will be appreciated that variants of the above-disclosed and other features and

functions, or alternatives thereof, may be combined into many other different systems or

applications. Various presently unforeseen or unanticipated alternatives, modifications,

variations, or improvements therein may be subsequently made by those skilled in the art

which are also intended to be encompassed by the following claims.



What is claimed is:

1. A removable rail for mounting over an AK iron sight assembly of an AK type

rifle comprising:

at least one rail having a first end and a second end;

a pair of brackets extending from an underside of said first end of said rail

forming a rectangular opening adapted to closely fit outer side surfaces of an

AK iron sight assembly; and

at least one pressure clamp disposed on a side of at least one bracket of said pair

of brackets wherein when said pressure clamp is in an open position, said pair

of brackets can be slid over said AK iron sight assembly for mounting or for

removal, and wherein when said pressure clamp is in a closed position, said pair

of brackets are held in a non-moving engagement with the outer side surfaces of

the AK iron sight assembly.

2. The removable rail of claim 1, wherein said removable rail comprises a Picatinney

rail.

3. The removable rail of claim 1, wherein each of said pair of brackets further

comprises a ridge to set a height of said rail above said AK iron sight assembly.

4. The removable rail of claim 1, wherein said pressure clamp rotates about a pivot,

between a locked and an unlocked position.

5. The removable rail of claim 1, wherein said removable rail comprises a metal.

6. The removable rail of claim 5, wherein said removable rail comprises a material

selected from the group consisting of steel, cold rolled steel, carbon based steel, and

tool steel.

7. The removable rail of claim 5, wherein said removable rail comprises a steel

selected from the group consisting of 4140 steel, 4142 steel, 340 steel, 1144 steel,

and 12L14 carbon steel.

8. The removable rail of claim 5, wherein said removable rail comprises aluminum.



9. The removable rail of claim 5, wherein said

finish selected from the group consisting of anodized finish, black copper finish,

zinc finish, paint finish, cerakote finish, and phosphate coatings.

10. A fixed rail for mounting over an AK iron sight assembly of an AK type rifle

comprising:

at least one rail having a first end and a second end;

a pair of brackets extending from an underside of said first end of said fixed rail

forming a rectangular opening adapted to closely fit outer side surfaces of an

AK iron sight assembly; and

one or more screws which extend through a hole in a side of each bracket of said

pair of brackets to affix said pair of brackets in a non-moving engagement with

the outer side surfaces of the AK iron sight assembly.

11. The fixed rail of claim 10, wherein said fixed rail comprises a Picatinney rail.

12. The fixed rail of claim 10, wherein said one or more screws comprise a set screw

which makes a binding mechanical contact with an unmodified side of the AK iron

sight assembly.

13. The fixed rail of claim 10, wherein each of said pair of brackets further

comprises a ridge to set a height of said fixed rail above said AK iron sight

assembly.

14. An AK rail for mounting over an AK iron sight assembly of an AK type rifle

comprising:

at least one rail having a first end and a second end;

a pair of brackets extending from an underside of said first end of said AK rail

forming a rectangular opening adapted to closely fit outer side surfaces of an

AK iron sight assembly; and

at least one shaft extends through a hole in a side of each bracket of said pair of

brackets to affix said pair of brackets in a pivotal engagement with existing

holes in the outer side surfaces of the AK iron sight assembly.



15. The AK rail of claim 14, further comprising

a rear top surface of said AK rail which engage a shelf of the AK iron sight

assembly to adjust a long axis of said AK rail with a longitudinal axis of an AK

barrel of the AK type rifle.

16. The AK rail of claim 14, further comprising one or more set screws disposed in

at least one bracket of said pair of brackets to lock said AK rail into a fixed position

on the AK iron sight assembly.

17. A method for adding a small arms accessory rail system to an AK rifle by

mounting a rail over an AK iron sight assembly of an AK type rifle comprising:

providing an accessory rail with side brackets shaped to fit over an AK iron sight

of an AK rifle;

placing said accessory rail with side brackets over the AK iron sight of the AK

rifle; and

fixing said accessory rail with side brackets to at least one side of the AK iron

sight of the AK rifle.

18. The method of claim 17, wherein said step of fixing comprises removably

coupling said accessory rail with side brackets to at least one side of the AK iron

sight of the AK rifle by a cam and lever assembly.

19. The method of claim 17, wherein said step of fixing comprises fixing by pivotal

mounting to an existing hole of the AK iron sight assembly.

20. The method of claim 17, wherein said step of fixing comprises fixing by set

screws.
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